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Multiple Andreev reflection in single-atom niobium junctions
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Single-atom junctions between superconducting niobium leads are produced using the mechanically con-
trollable break junction technique. The current-voltage characteristics of these junctions are analyzed using an
exact formulation for a superconducting quantum point contact. For tunneling between two single atoms with
a sufficiently large vacuum barrier, it is found that a single channel dominates the current, and that the
current-voltage characteristic is described by the theory, without adjustable parameters. For a contact of a
single Nb atom it is shown that five conductance channels contribute to the conductance, in agreement with the
number expected based on the number of valence orbitals for thisd metal. For each of the channels the
transmission probability is obtained from the fits, and the limits of accuracy of these numbers are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current-voltage (I -V) characteristic for superconduc
ing junctions provides detailed information on the mater
and junction parameters. For standard planar tunnel ju
tions, consisting of two identical superconducting films se
rated by an insulating layer, the most prominent feature is
sudden rise of the current at twice the superconducting g
V52D/e, giving a direct measure of the gap in the quasip
ticle excitation spectrum.1 In the range of voltages below th
gap one may observe smaller current steps ateV52D/n,
even at very low temperatures.2 This subgap structure wa
explained by Schrieffer and Wilkins3 in terms of higher-
order tunneling processes, with two or more particles cro
ing the barrier simultaneously~multiple-particle tunnelling!.
When the tunneling barrier is characterized by a transmis
probability T, multiple particle processes are expected
scale asTn, for n particles simultaneously crossing the ba
rier. The experimental tunneling curves for planar tun
junctions are only qualitatively consistent with this interpr
tation, because the barrier is never perfectly homogeneo4

requiring sums over variousT’s to the powersn.
Although the I -V characteristics for tunnel junction

could be described by this mechanism, there was the p
zling fact that microshorts, or point-contact junctions, sh
similar subgap features. The latter were explained in term
a model describing the central region of the contact a
normal metal~N! coupled on both sides to bulk superco
ductors (S), where the electrons in the normal metal under
Andreev reflection at theNS interfaces.5 The subgap anoma
lies result from multiple reflections of electrons, scatteri
back as holes toward the other interface, reflecting agai
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~12!/8561~9!/$15.00
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electrons, etc.~multiple Andreev reflection!. Arnold6 showed
that this mechanism can be generalized to any type of ju
tion between two superconductors, and specifically to sup
conducting point contacts. He also included the ph
memory of the particles between reflections, which was
sent in the models by Klapwijket al.5 The only parameter is
the transmission probabilityT of the barrier, and the micro
scopic details of the junction are irrelevant, as long as i
short on the scale of the coherence length,j0. It is now
understood that multiple particle tunneling is the low
transparency (T!1) perturbation theory limit of the more
general process of multiple Andreev reflection.

For a quantitative test of the theories, a uniform juncti
with a unique transmission probability is required. This w
experimentally realized by forming a single-atom niobiu
tunnel junction,7 which can be described by a single condu
tion channel on each side of the junction. This reduces
system to an effectively one-dimensional problem, for wh
several groups worked out an exact description valid over
entire range of transmission probabilities 0<T<1.8–10 It
was shown7 that the experimentally observed current steps
eV52D/n scale asTn for small T, as expected, whereT is
directly obtained from the normal-state conductance of
junction, T5G/G0, with G052e2/h.(12.9 kV)21 the
conductance quantum.

Scheeret al.15 realized that this property can be exploite
to determine experimentally the number of conductan
channels through atomic-size point contacts. It had b
shown that the conductance for metallic contacts of ato
size is of the order of the quantum of conductance,11 imply-
ing that their conduction properties should be describ
8561 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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8562 PRB 61B. LUDOPH et al.
quantum mechanically in terms of the Landau
formalism,12–14

G5G0(
j

Tj ,

whereTj is the transmission probability for electrons in co
ductance channelj. For a single-atom contact for aluminum
Scheeret al.15 found that the number of channels is thre
although the conductance is close to one. This was expla
using a tight-binding model for the electronic structure
atomic point contacts by Cuevaset al.,16 which agrees quali-
tatively with first-principles model calculations.27,28The gen-
eral picture that emerged was that the number of conduc
channels through a single atom is determined by the num
of atomic valence orbitals. For monovalent metals this nu
ber is one, fors-p metals it is three, and fors-d metals it is
generally equal to five. The total conductance depends on
number of electrons occupying the orbitals~the valency!, and
somewhat on the coupling to the leads, but can be consi
ably smaller thanNG0, with N the number of channels. Thi
interpretation was successfully tested17 for the metals gold,
aluminum, lead and niobium. Here, a more complete acco
is given of the experimental results and fitting procedure
niobium. The most important elements are the following.~1!
The observation that the far tunneling regime can be
scribed by a single dominant conduction channel, and
the subgap structure can be reproduced without any ad
able parameters.~2! The number of channels for a sing
niobium atom is found to be five, in agreement with t
model by Cuevaset al. ~3! For a decreasing vacuum tunne
ing barrier, up to three channels contribute to the tunnel c
rent.~4! An analysis is given of the limits of accuracy of th
parameters describing the transmission probabilities in
contact regime. We start by outlining the theory and dem
strating that the current can be expressed as a sum ove
individual channel contributions.

II. THEORY

Current transport in atomic-size superconducting po
contacts is a highly coherent quantum process, which
quires a full quantum description. For the calculation of t
current through atomic-size superconducting point conta
two different approaches have been employed. One appr
follows Landauer scattering theory12–14 extended to junc-
tions with superconducting reservoirs.8,9 Within this theory,
the reservoirs are considered as clean BCS superconduc
and the quasiparticle transmission through the atomic-
contact is described in terms of a scattering matrix. T
scattering matrix includes the effect of Andreev reflection
the junction, and it is expressed through the scattering ma
of the normal junction.

A different approach was suggested in Ref. 10, which
based on a tight-binding version of the BCS Hamiltonia
Such an approach goes back to techniques develope
Caroli et al.18 for normal junctions and later applied to res
nant tunneling.19 Within this model, the hopping term be
tween the left and right electrodes is treated nonpertu
tively, which allows one to eliminate divergences whi
appeared in early calculations3,20 based on the tunnel Hamil
tonian. The results of calculations of the subharmonic g
r
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structure of the current in single-channel contacts obtai
within the improved Hamiltonian approach are essentia
the same as the results of the scattering theory calculation8,9

Below, we will sketch the scattering theory method, wh
a complete account can be found in Ref. 8. The starting p
is the model for the junction, which consists of two elemen
~i! a constriction modeling the superconducting electrod
which is smooth on the atomic scale; and~ii ! a strong
atomic-size scatterer in the neck of the constriction mode
the junction area. The length of the constrictionL is smaller
than any other length in the problem~dephasing and super
conducting coherence lengths, elastic and inelastic mean
paths, etc.!. The Hamiltonian for such a model has the for

Ĥ5F @ p̂2szeA~r ,t !#2

2m
1V~r !1U~r !1ew~r ,t !2mGsz

1D̂~r ,t !, ~1!

whereV(r ) is the potential defining the constriction,U(r ) is
the potential of the scatterer,D̂(r ,t) is the superconducting
order parameter:

D̂5S 0 Deix/2

De2 ix/2 0 D . ~2!

s i is the Pauli matrix in electron-hole space; the choice
units corresponds toc5\51. By introducing quasiclassica
wave functions in the superconducting electrodes,

C~r ,t !5(
j 51

N

(
6

c' j~r' ,x!
1

Av j

e6 i *pjdxeiszx/2c j
6~x,t !,

~3!

we will eliminate the potential of the scattererU from Eq.~1!
and substitute it by the scattering matrixS,

S5S r t

t r D , ~4!

which connects normal electron modes in the left~L! and
right ~R! electrodes. In Eq.~3!, c' j is the normalized wave
function of the transverse modej, pj5A2m(m2E' j ), and
v j5pj /m are the longitudinal momentum and velocity of th
quasiclassical electrons. The quasiclassical wave func
c j

6 obeys the reduced Bogoliubov–de Gennes equation
side the electrodes,

i ċ j
65~6v j p̂sz1Fsz1v j ps1Dsx!c j

6 , ~5!

and the boundary condition at the junction,

S cL
2

cR
1D 5S r t eiszf(t)

te2 iszf(t) r D S cL
1

cR
2D

x50

. ~6!

The appearance in Eq.~5! of the gauge invariant potential
ps5¹x/22eA andF5ẋ/21ew results from separating ou
the superconducting phasex in Eq. ~3!; simultaneously, the
phase differencef(t)5xR(0,t)2xL(0,t) appears in bound-
ary condition~6!. In junctions with a constriction geometry
the potentialsps andF can be omitted from Eq.~5!, and the
deviation of D from the constant bulk value is negligible
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due to the rapid spreading out of the current,ps5F50, D
5const. Thus Eq.~5! substantially simplifies and reduces
the BCS eigenstate equation.

Equation~6! is valid under two independent assumption
~i! a negligibly small difference between the normal and
perconducting electron wave vectors within the reservo
which is consistent with the quasiclassical approximati
and~ii ! a negligibly small electron-hole dephasing inside t
contact area, which implies that the energy dispersion of
scattering matrixS is small within the interval of order ofD
near the Fermi energy. The latter assumption is appropr
for nonresonant atomic-size contacts, in which case
electron-hole dephasing is proportional to the electron p
ing time, a/vF;10215sec~wherea is the atomic size!, and
the corresponding parameter is indeed small,Da/\vF
;1023. A more general boundary condition which includ
the effects of the resonance transmission and electron-
dephasing was derived in Refs. 21 and 22.

The equationF50 yields the Josephson relation betwe
the phase difference and the applied voltageV,ḟ52eV. We
will assume a constant voltage applied to the junction, a
thereforef52eVt. The presence of the time-dependent fa
tor in boundary condition~6! implies that the scattering i
inelastic and that the outgoing waves of the scattering st
consist of a superposition of eigenstates with energiesEn
5E1neV, shifted with respect to the energyE of the in-
coming wave by an integer multiple ofeV,2`,n,`. For
example, the forward scattering of quasiparticles incom
from the left is described in the vicinity of the junction (x
!L) by the wave function

S cR j
1

cR j
2 D 5 (

n52`

` S f jnun
1

bjnun
2D eisnjnx/v je2 iEnt, ~7!

jn5HAEn
22D2, uEnu.D

isnAD22En
2, uEnu,D

, sn5sgn~En!.

In Eq. ~7!, un
6 are ~non-normalized! Nambu vectors,

un
65

1

A2
S e6gn/2

sne7gn/2D , egn5
uEnu1jn

D
. ~8!

The scattering amplitudes of different sidebandsn are con-
nected due to boundary condition~6!,

S f

bD
n11

5MnS f

bD
n21

, ~nÞ0!, S f

bD
6`

50, ~9!

with the matrixMn having the form

Mn5eszgn11/2T21e2szgnTeszgn21/2. ~10!

The matrixT is the transfer matrix for the normal junctio
associated with the scattering matrixS in Eq. ~4!.

The matrix Mn in Eq. ~9! plays the role of a transfe
matrix for quasiparticle propagation, associated with inel
tic scattering, along the sideband lattice~energy axis!. Inside
the energy gapuEnu,D, this matrix obeys the standard tran
fer matrix equationMnszMn

†5sz , which implies the conser
vation of the spectral currentKn5ubnu22ufnu2.
:
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The dc charge current through the junction can be
pressed through the spectral currentsKn as follows:8

I 5
eD

p E
D

`dE

j (
n

@Kn$gm%2Kn$2gm%#

3cosh~Regn!tanh
E

2kBT
. ~11!

There is an important property of the problem, which r
duces it to a single-mode calculation, similar to the norm
junction conductance13 and the dc Josephson current.23 By
including the scattering phases and redefining the coe
cientsb andf in Eq. ~9!,8 one may express the matricesMn ,
and therefore the spectral currentsKn , through the product
of transmission matricestt† ~cf. Ref. 9!. Thus, by diagonal-
izing the matrixtt†, one may present the total current as t
sum over contributions of independent transport modes, e
contribution depending on the single-junction parameterTj ,
eigenvalue of the transmission matrixtt†.

Equation~11! together with the recurrences in Eqs.~10!
provides a basis for a numerical calculation of the curre
The calculation of scattering amplitudes in Eq.~9! should
obey the boundary conditions atn56` that the amplitudes
approach zero. The simplest way to obtain such solution
to iterate the recurrences from largeuEnu towardE. The cor-
rect solution will then grow exponentially and numerical
‘‘kill’’ the solution growing at infinity. By this procedure
one obtains the correct scattering states for each incom
quasiparticle at every energy. The results of numerical c
culations of the current-voltage characteristics for a sin
channel are presented in Fig. 1.

The outlined approach concerns the calculation of
scattering amplitudes of the superconducting quasiparti
within the electrodes. Alternatively, one may separately c
sider the scattering amplitudes of electrons and scatte
amplitudes of holes by splitting the superconducting qua
particles into electron and hole components. One may v
alize this splitting by introducing small auxiliary normal re
gions at the edges of the superconducting electrodes,
considering the electron and hole amplitudes within th
normal regions.9,24–26Then the inelastic quasiparticle scatte
ing can be formulated in terms of electron/hole trajector
which repeatedly traverse the junction and undergo mult

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristics of a one-channel su
conducting junction at zero temperature. The transparency of
junction T51.0,0.7,0.5,0.3,0.1, and 0.01, from top to bottom.
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8564 PRB 61B. LUDOPH et al.
Andreev reflections at theSN interfaces between the elec
trodes and auxiliary normal regions. This way of calculati
follows the original approach to the multiple Andreev refle
tions ~MAR’s! in SNS junctions in Ref. 5. This version o
the scattering theory approach has turned out to be par
larly useful for the analysis of the structure of the curren26

Connecting the spectral currentsKn with probability currents
I n along MAR trajectories, and mapping on a on
dimensional waveguide problem, allows one~i! to separate
the residual current responsible for the subharmonic
structure from the current of thermal excitations;~ii ! to rig-
orously prove that the residual current receives contributi
only from the MAR trajectories which cross the energy ga
this is particularly useful for a calculation of the current
highly transmissive junctions when a large number of
side bands is excited; and~iii ! to consistently distinguish the
contributions in the residual current of MAR trajectori
with a different number of complete Andreev reflection
which is equivalent to a presentation of the current as a s
over multiparticle currents,

I 5
e

2p (
j 51

N

(
n51

n5`

nu~neV22D!

3E
D

neV2D

dEIn~Tj ,E!tanhS E

2kBTD . ~12!

Due to multiple coherent transitions across the junction,
intensity of then-particle current in Eq.~12! is proportional
to Tj

n , and then-particle current switches on at a voltag
eV52D/n, which explains the steplike features in the curv
in Fig. 1. Always existing as early asTjÞ1, these features
are the fingerprints of the coherent MAR. The current spi
at voltageseV52D/n are connected to the opening
n-particle transport channels. The spikes are caused by
singular quasiparticle density of states~DOS! at the gap
edges. These current features are particularly sharp,
therefore sensitive to the shape of the DOS, in the lo
transmission limit, i.e., in the tunneling regime. In the co
tact regime with large transmissivity, the subharmonic g
structure is smeared and eventually disappears atT51. The
current in this case approaches atV50 the finite value
I (0)5(4/p)I c where I c is the critical Josephson current o
the perfect contact.8,9 In practice, inelastic relaxation, whic
is not included in the present theory, will suppress this c
rent to zero.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Metallic quantum point contacts were fabricated using
mechanically controllable break ~MCB! junction
technique.11,29 The metal to be studied has the form of
notched wire, which is fixed onto an insulated elastic s
strate with two drops of epoxy adhesive very close to eit
side of the notch. The substrate is mounted in a three-p
bending configuration between the top of a stacked pi
element and two fixed counter supports. This setup
mounted inside a vacuum can and cooled down to liq
helium temperatures. Then the substrate is bent by mo
the piezo element forward. The bending causes the top
face of the substrate to expand and the wire to break at
notch.
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By breaking the metal, two clean fracture surfaces
exposed, which remain clean due to the cryopumping ac
of the low-temperature vacuum can. This method circu
vents the problem of surface contamination of tip and sam
in scanning tunneling microscopy experiments, where
UHV chamber with surface preparation and analysis fac
ties are required to obtain similar conditions. The fractu
surfaces can be brought back into contact by relaxing
force on the elastic substrate, while the piezoelectric elem
is used for fine control. The roughness of the fracture s
faces results in a first contact at one point, and experime
usually give no evidence of multiple contacts. In addition
a clean surface, a second advantage of the method is the
degree of stability of the two electrodes with respect to e
other.

I -V characteristics were obtained by standard four-po
measurement and current bias for atomic size niobium p
contacts, and by voltage bias for the higher resistance tu
junctions. In order to measure theI -V characteristics of a
superconducting tunnel junction properly, it is essential t
all high-frequency disturbances are filtered out as their p
ence will smear out the detailed features related to Andr
reflection. The filtering used for the set-up consisted of f
rite coreP filters at room temperature and copper powd
filters at helium bath temperature, on all four leads go
down to the sample and on the two used for controlling
piezo. All measurements were conducted on niobium wi
of 99.98% purity at temperatures between 1.4 and 1.6 K,
below the superconducting transition temperature of 9.0

Figure 2 shows a curve of conductance against piezo v
age, as an example of the typical behavior observed for
bium. The measurements were started at a contact consi
of several atoms (;10G0) and each square represents a co
ductance value at which anI -V curve was taken. The solid
vertical line in this figure shows the piezovoltage at whi
the contact breaks, and separates theI -V curves recorded in
the contact regime from the ones taken in the tunneling

FIG. 2. Conductance vs piezo voltage~electrode displacement!,
whereI -V curves were taken at each point for analysis of the co
position of the transmission in terms of conduction modes. T
vertical line divides theI -V curves taken in the contact regim
~filled squares! from the points taken in the tunneling regime~open
squares!. The points in the tunneling regime have also been plot
on a logarithmic conductance scale~right axis, open circles!. The
calibration of the piezo voltage is 23 pm/V. The conductance w
measured with current bias. Additional points have been take
the tunneling regime for a different sample with voltage bias, wh
are not included in this figure.
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gime. In the contact regime~filled symbols! the conductance
shows the characteristic stepwise decrease as a resu
atomic structural rearrangements. In the tunneling reg
~open symbols! the points follow the exponential dependen
on piezo voltage expected for vacuum tunneling, as sho
by the plot on a logarithmic conductance scale~open circles!.
The dotted line serves as a guide to the eye, showing a s
deviation from exponential dependence close to the tra
tion to contact. We attribute this deviation to the increas
tunneling contribution through additional channels~see be-
low! and to the forces acting between the front most ato
on the two electrodes, which reduce the actual tunneling
tance from what it is when deduced on the basis of a s
proportionality between piezovoltage and distance.30,31 Al-
though the conductance rises above the quantum con
tance, mechanical contact is only established at the first ju
in the conductance, when approaching the transition from
right in Fig. 2. The calibration of the piezo voltage
23 pm/V(620%), which is derived from the exponenti
dependence of the conductance on distance in the tunn
regime and the bulk value for the work function~3.99 V!. In
Secs. IV and V theI -V curves recorded in the tunnellin
regime will first be discussed before considering theI -V
curves recorded in the contact regime.

IV. VACUUM TUNNELING: PARAMETERLESS
FIT OF THE THEORY

Figure 3 shows several examples ofI -V characteristics
recorded in the tunnelling regime, using voltage bias. Th
have been plotted on a semilogarithmic scale to make
steps at small voltages visible. The conductance of the ju
tions decreases from~a! to ~d!: G/G050.0707, 0.0321,
0.0183, and 0.0133, respectively. The voltage scale is
pressed in units of the superconducting gap, which is ta

FIG. 3. Tunneling curves for niobium MCB junctions record
at 1.4 K. The transmission probabilities have been obtained f
the normal state conductance of the junctions, assuming th
single channel dominates the tunneling:T5G/G0. The curves have
been generated from the theory of Ref. 8 without any adjusta
parameters.
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asD51.41 meV for these samples. TheI -V curves have the
largest current step ateV52D, as expected for tunneling
and are linear above this value. Smaller current steps
seen at 2D/2 and in Fig. 3~a! even at 2D/3. At still lower
currents we are limited by the digital resolution of our e
periment, which explains the discrete levels in the figu
The rise in the current forV approaching zero is a remnant o
the Josephson current. AtV50 we should expect to find the
Josephson current due to the coherent tunneling of Coo
pairs across the junction, and which should ideally have a
Ambegaokar-Baratoff valueI c5pD/2eR.32 The latter is of
the order of the current just above the step ateV52D, and
the observed current is more than two orders of magnit
smaller. This strong suppression and the widening of
Josephson effect into a finite width anomaly can be attribu
to the coupling of the junction to its electromagnetic en
ronment, and experiments testing this coupling using a c
trolled environment are under way.33 The remnant of the
supercurrent is more strongly suppressed for weaker Jos
son coupling~increasing resistance! as can be seen in Fig. 3
in agreement with Ref. 29.

The curves through the data in Fig. 3 have been gener
using the above-described theory for a single conducta
channel. The only parameters in the theory are the gapD, the
temperature, and the transmission probabilityT. The gapD
51.41 meV has been determined experimentally from t
neling curves with a large vacuum barrier, where a sub
structure is absent. The temperature is fixed by the meas
bath temperature, and the transmission probability is gi
by the normal state conductance of the junction throughT
5G/G0, assuming a single conductance channel. T
normal-state conductance is determined from theI -V curves
at bias voltages several times the gap value. This makes
description entirely independent of freely adjustable para
eters, and as one can observe in Fig. 3, the theory fits
experiment quite convincingly. The theory reproduces
only the relative height of the current steps at 2D/n, but also
fits the shape of the curve in between the steps. In orde
model the supercurrent the coupling to the environm
needs to be included, and we have not attempted to desc
this aspect of the experiment.

Apart from the remnant supercurrent feature at low bi
there is a clear deviation at 2D in the form of an overshoot in
the experimental data compared to the theory. This pea
also seen in planar tunnel junctions for niobium,34 and ap-
pears to be a property of niobium. This discrepancy might
explained by the deviation of the real density of states in
electrodes from the BCS DOS. This was first explained
Wyatt et al.35 in terms of an atomic-size normal metal lay
at the surface of the superconductor. A theoretical study
quasiparticle tunnelling in diffusive proximitySNIS struc-
tures showed that the current bump in the vicinity of t
eV52D may result from the suppression of the order para
eter at theNS interface.36,37 Spatial inhomogeneity of the
order parameter induced by a tiny layer of normal me
causes a deviation of the quasiparticle DOS at the gap e
from the BCS DOS, which gives rise to an enhanced sing
particle current near the thresholdeV52D. It has been
shown that such an enhancement is pronounced even
small deviation of the gap from the bulk value. From t
shape of the curves for our junctions we estimate the th
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ness of the surface layer at;1 nm.
A model of the junction as two short one-dimension

~1D! normal metal wires, proximity coupled to 1D superco
ductors, qualitatively reproduces the shape of the tunne
curves above the gap.38 These deviations from standard BC
behavior mostly affect the shape of the current steps aro
2D/n but not the current values in between, and the eff
becomes less pronounced with increasing transmission p
ability. An attempt to fit the conductance curves in the co
tact regime with the modified model of Cuevaset al.38 did
not significantly improve the quality of the fits, at the cost
introducing additional parameters. In the analysis of
curves discussed below, we use the standard BCS form
a low weight is given to the points around 1.95D,V
,2.25D, as in this regime the measured subgap struc
deviates most strongly from the calculated BCS current.

The results show that the theoretical description is v
accurate, independent of any adjustable parameters.
single-channel tunneling regime clearly illustrates the pr
ciple, and can be qualitatively understood in terms of disti
n-particle processes, having a probabilityTn. The fit for T
50.0707 in Fig. 3~a! is least satisfactory, disregarding th
above-mentioned features. This is due to the fact that at c
proximity other channels become important, and a sing
channel description breaks down, as will be discussed in
V. The interpretation of multiple channels contributing to t
tunneling behavior is consistent with the fact that the c
ductance rises above the quantum unit~the open symbol a
Vp523.5 V, closest to the conductance jump in Fig. 2!. We
can unambiguously attribute this point to the tunneling
gime from the fact that the conductance rises smoothly
this value when approaching the conductance jump from
tunneling regime. There is hysteresis in the jump, and w
coming from the contact regime the conductance drops
values distinctly below 1G0. After the jump we observe the
smooth, nearly exponential, dependence of the tunne
with distance that is characteristic for the tunneling regim
We can follow this smooth behavior back a longer way th
upon separating the contact, and the conductance smo
rises to about 1.5G0 before making a sudden jump back
the one-atom contact plateau that we observed before.
highest conductance point in the tunnelling regime in Fig
is well described by three channels. As will be shown
single-atom niobium contact admits five channels, compo
of one 5s orbital and five 4d orbitals. As the vacuum tun
neling gap is gradually increased, a single channel rem
for conductances larger than approximately 0.05G0. The rea-
son why a single channel survives in tunneling is that
exponential decay of the wave functions selects the
which extends farthest into the vacuum. This wave funct
is probably associated with the 5s orbital. When we reduce
the vacuum gap we should expect the other four channe
join in as we approach contact.

V. SINGLE-ATOM CONTACTS

In the contact regime, shown in the left half of Fig. 2, t
conductance evolves in a series of steps and plateaux a
electrodes are pulled apart by increasing the piezovolta
The last plateau, with a conductance between 2G0 and 3G0
is expected to consist of a single niobium atom. At ea
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point I -V curves were recorded, and as an example in Fig
we show a curve recorded at the first point of the last plate
Following Scheer and co-workers,15,17 we assume that the
total current can be decomposed into the sum of the in
vidual channels contributing to the conductance,

I ~V!5(
j 51

N

i ~Tj ,V!,

wherei (Tj ,V) is the current of channelj. This procedure is
justified, as discussed in Sec. II, since multiple Andreev
flections do not mix the normal conduction channels. T
property allows us to extract the mode composition
atomic-size contacts from itsI -V characteristic, using the
exact single-channel functionsi (Tj ,V) for BCS supercon-
ductors calculated in Sec. II.

The recordedI -V characteristic can be well described b
the five channels with transmission probabilities listed in
figure. For comparison fits using four, three, and two ch
nels are also shown. Using four channels to fit the data
sults in a slightly lower quality fit, where it overestimates t
current at voltages betweenD and 2D, and underestimate
belowD. The quality of the fit is expressed in a so calledx2

factor, which is the sum of the square of the deviation of
measured current at all the points on the experimental cu
from the current of the calculated curve at the same b
voltage, divided by the number of recorded points. Us
three or two channels to reproduce the experimental d
results in increasingly poorer fits and consequently in lar
values forx2 ~inset!. Using six channels to fit the data doe
not result in any improvement with respect to five channe
and the value of the sixth channel remains near its insign
cantly small initialisation value (T650.0001). Hence it can
be concluded that five channels are necessary to repro
the I -V characteristics measured on the last plateau be
breaking the contact.

FIG. 4. I -V curve measured on the first point of the last plate
at Vp520.6 V in Fig. 2~solid squares!, together with best fits for
two, three, four, and five channels. The theoretical curves have b
labeled corresponding to the number of channels used in the fit.
the gap,D/e51.41 mV was used, taken from the vacuum tunn
ing data. The five-channel fit has transmission probabilitiesT1

50.811,T250.669,T350.627,T450.327, andT550.131. The total
transmission probability isTtot5( j 51

5 Tj52.57. The inset shows the
error sumx2, vs the number of channels used in the fits.
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All curves recorded at the last conductance plateau,
for Vp between 20.6 and 23.3 V in Fig. 2, are well describ
by five channels. ForI -V curves recorded at larger contac
(G.3G0), it can only be stated that at least seven chann
are required to reproduce the measured data with a theo
cal curve. TheI -V curve in this regime can only hesitantly b
related to a definite number of channels, as with this la
amount of parameters it becomes difficult to decide whet
one channel more really produces a better fit of the exp
mental data. It is stressed, however, that a fit with less t
seven channels in all cases produces an unsatisfactory re

The actual values of the transmission probabilities
tained from the fits such as the ones listed in Fig. 4, sho
be interpreted with care. An estimate for the error in a
parameter can be obtained by simply changing one trans
sion probability slightly, recalculating the resulting theore
cal I -V curve, and calculating the quality of the fit,x2. This
procedure, however, will give us an overestimate of the
curacy for this parameter. A better method involves a re
nimization of the other parameters after changing the one
which the error is being determined. The measuredI -V char-
acteristic for the last point before the jump to tunnelling,
Vp523.3 V, has been studied by performing a five-chan
fit while fixing one parameter (T1) and repeating this for a
number of values 0<T1<1 ~Fig. 5, solid squares!. The re-
sults of this fit procedure are somewhat dependent on
starting conditions. This is attributed to the presence of lo
minima in which the fit becomes ‘‘trapped.’’ Each of th
points in Fig. 5 has been obtained by testing many star
conditions and taking the lowestx2 found. Surprisingly, one
finds thatx2 is minimal for nearly all values ofT1,0.75.
However, when an attempt is made to fit the experimen
curve while forcingT1 to have a value larger than 0.75, th
quality of the fit rapidly deteriorates. This value can hence
taken as an upper bound for the set of transmission proba
ties contributing to the conductance. The lack of pronoun
minima in x2 at a particular set of transmission values in
cate that the minima inx2 for each of the individual channel
are broad and overlap with each other.

The flat character ofx2 with conductance does not pre
vent us from extracting more information about the chan

FIG. 5. Plot of the quality of the fit (x2) while fixing one trans-
mission value (T1) vs the value at which it is fixed~solid squares!.
The open squares show the result forx2 when allTj ’s are coerced
to lie below the givenT value. This procedure shows that one of t
Tj has a value between 0.67 and 0.75. In a next step we fix thiT1

at 0.74, and fix a second transmission probability at various lo
values, where we optimize the other threeTj ’s and evaluatex2

~open circles!.
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transmissions. Although it seems that anyT1 is as good as
any other, the remaining four parameters are correlated
this fifth one. What happens with the obtained transmiss
values while performing the procedure discussed abov
that two channels can switch places, but always have defi
ranges within which they vary. These ranges can be obta
by further constraining the fit parameters. When a maxim
value is coerced on all the five transmission values in
normal fit procedure~Fig. 5, open squares! a slow increase
below 0.74, and a sharp rise below 0.66 is observed. F
this behavior ofx2, it can be concluded that at least on
transmission probability must be in this range. To extract
four remaining transmission values, the largest transmiss
probability was fixed at the lowest value forx2 in this mini-
mum, T150.74. In addition, the transmission probability o
the second channel was set at a particular value, and a r
nimization for the remaining three channels was perform
The results of this extra step are plotted as open circle
Fig. 5. Two minima appear between 0.4 and 0.57 and
tween 0.04 and 0.22, with two channels in each. It theref
can be concluded that there is a single largest channel
T150.7460.02 which can be determined quite accurate
and that two channels,T2 andT3, lie in the range 0.34–0.57
Note, however, that both values cannot vary over the
range uncorrelated. Roughly, it is estimated thatT250.41
60.07 andT350.5060.07. For the other minimum betwee
0.04 and 0.22 similar arguments apply, as here also the ra
of possible values of both channels overlap, it is estima
that T450.1060.07 andT550.1560.07.

VI. CONDUCTANCE HISTOGRAM

From the description of the single-atom conductance
terms of the atomic valence orbitals,16,17 the number of con-
ductance channels is well determined, but the total cond
tance depends on the coupling of the atom to the atoms in
banks. We cannot obtain direct information from the expe
ment on the atomic arrangement around the central at
However, the average value of the conductance for an
semble of contact configurations can be obtained from a
togram of conductance values recorded for a large numbe
curves of conductance versus piezovoltage. Figure 6 sho
typical histogram obtained for the normal state conductan
atT513 K. The large divergence at low conductance resu
from the fact that the jump from contact to tunneling in Nb
small, and that the conductance in the tunneling regime
tially decreases relatively slowly with distance, starting fro
values near 1G0. There is only one pronounced peak in th

r

FIG. 6. Histogram of conductance values obtained from a se
4000 curves of conductance vs piezovoltage, at a temperature o
K, well aboveTc .
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histogram, centered at 2.6G0 and about 1G0 wide.
Conductance histograms were first introduced to inv

gate conductance quantization in metallic contacts.39,40 For
simple monovalent metals, such as Na and Au, the h
grams have been interpreted as being the result of a
contact conductance which is largely determined by qu
zation. However, forsp and sd metals many channels a
available for conduction through a single atom, and th
channels are in general only partially open. The result is
peak structure in conductance histograms is not domin
by the quantum nature of the conductance modes, but b
geometrical constraints in forming atomic size contacts.
cifically, the single peak in Fig. 6 should be attributed to
conductance of a single atom. For larger conductances
many possible geometries and couplings between the a
prevent appearance of additional peaks. The conductan
;2.6G0 for a single Nb atom is in excellent agreement w
the values obtained from the theory.16,17

VII. CONCLUSIONS

From the measurements it can be concluded that the
plateau for niobium with a conductance usually betw
2G0 and 3G0 is composed of five channels. This is in exc
lent agreement with the number of channels and the
conductance predicted by the theory of Cuevaset al.16 using
the orbital nature of a single atom as a starting point.
individual transmission values usually include a single do
nant channel, two medium-sized channels, and two sm
channels. This channel distribution is also in good agree
with the theory, which predicts a single largest channel
result of the hybridization between thes anddz2 orbitals. The
orthogonal combination of these two is closed, and the
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maining four channels are distributed over two degene
sets of channels, with medium-sized and small transmissi
The agreement between theory and experiment lead u
conclude that the last plateau of niobium with a conducta
usually between 2G0 and 3G0 consists of a single atom, an
that the valence orbitals determine the quantum conducta
channels through this atom, in agreement with similar obs
vations for Pb, Al, and Au.17 For contacts with a larger con
ductance, more than five channels are required to properl
the experimental data, consistent with the idea that these
teaux correspond to contacts where the narrowest cross
tion consists of more than one atom.

In the tunneling regime, just after the contact breaks
nearly exponential behavior is observed in the conducta
while the total transmission probability is larger than 1. T
describe these tunnel junctions with very small vacuum b
riers, usually three channels are required. This peculiar
havior is attributed to a significant overlap of several orbit
when the vacuum barrier is very short. As the electrodes
pulled further apart the transmission decreases exponenti
and the number of contributing channels eventually redu
to a single one.
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